Geol 116 Hour Exam #2

Name (required)____________________________________________

University Network ID ________________________________

General Instructions

• This is a close-book close-note exam
• No teamwork is allowed

• Exam question sheet should contain 7 pages
• 50 questions – 2 points each (1 bonus question – 1 point)
• Due in 50 minutes

• Put your name on question sheet
• Sign the bubble sheet
• Mark answers on both the bubble and question sheets

• At the end of the exam, hand in both question and answer sheets.

Bubble Sheet Instructions

On the answer (bubble) sheet, use a pencil to fill in bubbles for the following:
• Your Last Name + First Name Initial
• Student Number = 9 digit University Student ID number

*If you do not know your U of I student ID number, leave this area blank*
• Network ID = University Network ID

Do NOT enter anything in the following areas on bubble sheet:
• Score 1-4
• Date
• Special code

Results
Exam results will be posted in Illinois Compass Gradebook sometime next week. Error sheets will be distributed sometime next week.
Multiple Choice – Only one correct answer per question.
• Which is an important mission to Venus
  A. Viking
  B. Magellan
  C. Voyager
  D. Apollo

True/False – True = A, False = B
• The main source of heating within Io is the radiogenic decay within its rocky interior.

Matching – Match the information on the left with the best term on the right. Select only one letter per question.
• Mars  A. Lunar
• Jupiter  B. Martian
• Earth  C. Terrestrial
• Moon  D. Jovian